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ABSTRACT
In recent years, deep neural models have been widely adopted for
text matching tasks, such as question answering and information
retrieval, showing improved performance as compared with pre-
vious methods. In this paper, we introduce the MatchZoo toolkit
that aims to facilitate the designing, comparing and sharing of deep
text matching models. Specically, the toolkit provides a unied
data preparation module for dierent text matching problems, a
exible layer-based model construction process, and a variety of
training objectives and evaluation metrics. In addition, the toolkit
has implemented two schools of representative deep text matching
models, namely representation-focused models and interaction-
focused models. Finally, users can easily modify existing models,
create and share their own models for text matching in MatchZoo.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many natural language processing (NLP) tasks can be formulated as
a matching problem between two texts, such as paraphrase identic-
ation, question answering, and information retrieval (IR). In recent
years, a number of deep neural models have been designed and
applied to such kind of tasks, e.g., DSSM [5], MatchPyramid [6] and
DRMM [3], leading to state-of-the-art performances as compared
with previous methods. However, these deep text matching models
are oen designed with special layers, implemented in dierent
environments, and targeted to dierent matching tasks, making it
dicult for reproduction and comparison.
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Figure 1: e Architecture of the MatchZoo toolkit.
In this paper, we introduce the MatchZoo toolkit that aims to
facilitate the designing, comparing and sharing of deep text match-
ing models. Firstly, the toolkit provides a data preparation module
to convert dataset of dierent text matching tasks into a unied
format so that they can be used as the input of dierent deep match-
ing models. Secondly, the toolkit allows users to easily construct a
deep matching model layer by layer based on the Keras [2] libarary.
We have extended the Keras libarary to include layer interfaces that
are specically designed for text matching problems. Moreover,
the toolkit has implemented two schools of representative deep
text matching models, namely representation-focused models and
interaction-focused models, making it an o-the-shelf model re-
pository. Users can directly apply these models or modify them
by simple conguration. Finally, the toolkit provides a variety of
training objectives for optimization, as well as a set of evaluation
metrics for comparison between dierent deep matching models.
e MatchZoo toolkit is licensed under the permissive Apache
license 2.01.
2 THE MATCHZOO TOOLKIT
e architecture of the MatchZoo toolkit is depicted in Figure 1.
ere are three major modules in the toolkit, namely data prepar-
ation, model construction, training and evaluation, respectively.
ese three modules are actually organized as a pipeline of data
ow. e toolkit is built upon the Keras library, so that it can run
over TensorFlow [1], CNTK[11] and eano2, and work seamlessly
with CPUs and GPUs. We will introduce each of the three modules
in more details in the following.
1e toolkit is licensed under the permissive Apache open-source license and can be
found at hps://github.com/faneshion/MatchZoo
2hp://deeplearning.net/soware/theano/
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2.1 Data Preparation
e data preparation module aims to convert dataset of dierent text
matching tasks into a unied format as the input of deep matching
models. Users provide datasets which contain pairs of texts along
with their labels, and the module produces the following les.
• Word Dictionary records the mapping from each word to
a unique identier called wid. Words that are too frequent
(e.g. stopwords), too rare or noisy (e.g. fax numbers) can
be ltered out by predened rules.
• Corpus File records the mapping from each text to a
unique identier called tid, along with a sequence of word
identiers contained in that text. Note here each text is
truncated or padded to a xed length customized by users.
• Relation File is used to store the relationship between
two texts, each line containing a pair of tids and the cor-
responding label.
Beyond these basic les, users are also allowed to provide ad-
ditional feature les, e.g., word embedding les or human-craed
feature les, as model input. Aer converting the raw dataset to
the above unied format, the module provides three types of data
batch modes, i.e., generating a batch of data in pointwise, pairwise
or listwise manner.
2.2 Model Construction
In the model construction module, we employ Keras libarary to help
users build the deep matching model layer by layer conveniently.
e Keras libarary provides a set of common layers widely used
in neural models, such as convolutional layer, pooling layer, dense
layer and so on. To further facilitate the construction of deep text
matching models, we extend the Keras libarary to provide some
layer interfaces specically designed for text matching. We list a
few examples here.
• Matching Matrix layer builds a word-by-word matching
matrix based on dot product, cosine similarity or indicator
function [6].
• Term Gating layer builds a term gating layer based on
word embeddings from texts [3].
• 2D-GRU layer builds a two dimensional recurrent neural
network using the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [10] .
Moreover, the toolkit has implemented two schools of represent-
ative deep text matching models, namely representation-focused
models and interaction-focused models [3].
• Representation-basedmodels include ARC-I [4], DSSM [5],
CDSSM [8], MV-LSTM [9], and CNTN [7];
• Interaction-basedmodels include DRMM [3], ARC-II [4],
MatchPyramid[6], and Match-SRNN [10];
Users can apply these models out-of-the-box or modify them by
simple conguration. Moreover, as a shared model repository, users
can contribute their own matching models into this toolkit easily.
2.3 Training and Evaluation
For learning the deep matching models, the toolkit provides a vari-
ety of objective functions for regression, classication and ranking.
For example, the ranking-related objective functions include several
well-known pointwise, pairwise and listwise losses. It is exible for
users to pick up dierent objective functions in the training phase
for optimization. Once a model has been trained, the toolkit could
be used to produce a matching score, predict a matching label, or
rank target texts (e.g., a document) against an input text.
For evaluation, the toolkit provides several widely adopted evalu-
ation metrics, such as Precision, MAP, NDCG and so on. For IR tasks,
the toolkit can also output the ranking results as a TREC-compatible
le that can be used as the input to the trec eval3 evaluation utitlity.
3 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce the MatchZoo toolkit which helps the
design, comparison and share of deep text matching models. e
toolkit contains three major modules, namely data preparation,
model construction, training and evaluation. Meanwhile, the toolkit
provides implementations of state-of-the-art deep matching models
on NLP and IR related tasks. Users can easily modify these o-the-
shelf models or implement their own models by using the layer
interfaces provided by the toolkit.
For the future work, we would like to continuously extend the
model repository and layer interfaces in the MatchZoo toolkit for
beer usage. It would also be interesting to accommodate other
types of data beyond text for new matching scenarios.
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